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Microsoft Microsoft SQL Azure
Oracle Oracle Cloud
Yahoo! PNUTS
Vertica Analytic Database v3.0 for the Cloud
EnerpriseDB Postgres Plus in the Cloud
开源项目 HBase、Hypertable
其他 EnerpriseDB、FathomDB、ScaleDB、Objectivity/DB、M/DB:X













































































































































每台SQL Server VM同时安装了SQL 

































放弃Availability　放弃Partition Tolerance 　放弃Consistency 引入BASE






























1, “Hello World Bye World”
2, “Hello Hadoop Bye Hadoop”
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云数据库领域的研究问题-编程模型
Combine(K, V[ ]) {
Int count = 0;
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云数据库领域的研究问题-编程模型
Reduce(K, V[ ]) {
Int count = 0;




<Bye 1, 1, 1>
<Hadoop 2, 2>
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